Service Request 81489

Currently, Postdoctoral benefits enrollments are manually input in the payroll system. The Benefits Offices have requested that the UCOP Online Benefits Enrollment web application be modified to allow Postdoctoral benefits enrollment. A separate project will be brought forward to modify the Online Benefits Enrollment web application to allow Postdoctoral new hires to enroll in the appropriate benefits. Thus, in support of that project, it is asked that the Payroll/Personnel System (PPS) be modified in the EDB Daily Web/IVR Process to allow enrollment of Postdoctoral Disability Insurance Plan, via X1 transactions. In addition, it is asked that the EDB Daily Web/IVR Process be modified to reject certain benefits based on the BELI value of ‘P’.

Programs

PPEC140

PPEC140 has been modified to reject transactions to enroll employees with ASSIGNED BELI (EDB0360) code “P” in the following plans: Legal Plan, Supplemental Life Insurance, Dependent Life Insurance, Non-postdoc Supplemental Disability, AD&D, DepCare, and HCRA.

PPESTEDB

PPESTEDB has been modified to apply changes to the Postdoctoral Disability Insurance Plan GTN (GTN6-635G) and GTN effective date (GTN7-635E) via the X1 transaction.
PPESTREJ

PPESTREJ performs the formatting of rejected transaction details and has been modified to display the rejected transaction detail from the new X1 transaction for Postdoctoral Disability Insurance Plan.

CopyMembers

CPWSXEST has been modified to define the X1 transaction to support the Postdoctoral Disability Insurance Plan.

CPWSXREJ has been modified to define the print line for formatting the details of the new X1 transaction when being rejected.

Test Plan

A separate Test Plan document is provided with this release.

Installation Instructions

A separate Installation Instructions document is provided with this release.

Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is "Not Urgent". However, campuses can install this release earlier but not later than January 1, 2007.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Warren.Vail@ucop.edu, or call (510)987-0495.

Warren Vail